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3D Design software
Create adaptable CAD models for 3D printing and manufacturing
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Jewellery software
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The 3Design® range helps bridge the gap between 
jewellery designers, retailers and the client, allowing 
the client to be a part of the design process.

3Design® is renowned for its parametric 

technology. The software allows for 

modifications to be made at any stage 
without having to start from scratch.

By adjusting the design with a few simple 

clicks in the History Tree, the design is 

transformed automatically. A BIG time 

saving factor when deadlines and quick 

changes need to be made. 

3Shaper is ideal for designers interested 

in pushing the boundaries even further by 
including freeform and organic shapes in 

their models.

By using subdivision modelling, designers 
can mould models as they would with clay.

DeepImage™ is a quick and simple 

rendering system that creates photo-

realistic images and animations.

The module is easy-to-use by simply 
dragging and dropping your materials 

from the gallery.

Compatible with PC and Mac.
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engraving software

TypeEdit and LaserType are available as 2D, 2.5D and 3D versions. This artistic engraving software is compatible with a multitude of 
CNC, router and laser machines such as Datron and Acsys.

TYPE CAD is the Computer Aided Drawing module of TypeEdit where 2D vectors can be designed, imported jobs can be cleaned, 
trimmed and improved prior to being machined.

TYPE ART is the 3D Computer Aided Drawing module of TypeEdit where 3D bas reliefs can be created. Create intaglio directly from 
your vectors, or produce your own curve sweeps and texture.

TYPE CAM is the Computer Aided Manufacturing module of TypeEdit. Within this module various tool-paths can be created for 
Cutting, Engraving, Drilling, Nesting, Sequencing...
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TypeEdit and LaserType are used internationally in 
various industries ranging from die-making, mould 
engraving, signage, jewellery, tooling, wood work...



services

Sierra Consultancy Ltd is the official Type3 software reseller for the UK and Ireland providing state-of-the-art Computer Aided Design 
software to jewellery designers, mould makers and engravers.

Used avidly worldwide, Type3 software includes 3Design®, 3Shaper, DeepImage™, TypeEdit and LaserType.

sierra Consultancy Ltd
Bank Gallery - High Street - Kenilworth

Warwickshire - CV8 1LY - United Kingdom

training supportDemos
One-to-One / Group

Onsite / At our Office
Online Sessions

Book a Visit 

Join our Webinar
Attend our Taster Day

Phone Access

Remote Access 

Support Contract

T: +44 (0)7588 696 691  - E: info@sierraconsultancy.co.uk 

W: www.sierraconsultancy.com

Our aim is to provide our clients with the highest level of training and support.

We are here to help you achieve success and think outside the box!


